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A field characterized by variety.
‘Epistemic’ vs. ‘root’.
Epistemic:
(1)

John can’t be dead.

Epistemic

Root:
(2)

a. Neutrinos can move faster than photons.
b. 50 people can fit in this room.
c. People under 21 can’t drink alcohol.

Ability
Circumstantial
Deontic
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Two main questions

Question 1
Homophony or not?

Question 2
Structural differences or not?
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Part I: Intensions
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Displacement

Displacement: talking about things that are not the actual now
and there.
Ex.: temporal displacement.
(3)

a. It is raining.
b. It rained last night.
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Modal displacement

Displacement to possible worlds. Possible worlds: ways things
could be or might have been. Among them is the actual world.
(4)

Context: It is not raining.
John believes that it is raining.

! This says something about what happens in John’s belief worlds.

Carnap 1947, Kripke 1963, Hintikka 1961.
! Suggested readings: Portner 2009, von Fintel and Heim 2010 (Chap. 1-3),
Hacquard 2010a.
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Sense

(5)

The Electra Paradox
a. Electra does not know that the man in front of her is her
brother.
b. Electra knows that Orestes is her brother.
c. The man in front of her is identical to Orestes.
∴ Electra both knows and does not know that the same man is
her brother.

! Two kinds of meanings: besides reference (i.e. objects in the world),
we need senses (or concepts).
•• Reference varies from world to world.
•• Sense determines reference.
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Extension and intension

The extension of a definite description is an individual; its
intension is a function from a world to an individual, i.e. an
individual concept.
(6)

∗

a. !the guy at the door"w = Orestes
b. !the guy at the door"¢ = λ w.!the guy at the door"w

N.B.: all intensions are functions of type <s,. . . >, where s is the type
of worlds.
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The extension of a sentence is a truth value;
With expressions that are not truth-functional operators, such as
‘in this novel,’ ‘classic’ function application fails:
(7)

In this novel, Elvis was still alive in 1990.
Solution: the argument of the complex operator is the intension
of the sentence ‘Elvis was still alive in 1990.’
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The intension of a sentence is a function from a world to a truth
value, i.e. a proposition.
We can also talk about the characteristic set of that function (the
set of things the proposition is true of): we then say that a
proposition, i.e. the intension of a sentence, is a set of worlds.
The expression ‘in this novel’ acts as a shifter:
The sentence ‘Elvis was still alive in 1990’ is not evaluated in the
actual world when we ‘embed’ it under ‘in this novel’.
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A sentence picks out a set of possible worlds, those in which the
sentence is true.
(8)

A sentence S is true in w iff w is an element of the proposition
which is the intension of S.
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Quantifiers over possible worlds

Attitude verbs like believe can be analyzed as (universal)
quantifiers over possible worlds (Hintikka 1962).
(9)

!believe"w =λ p<st> .λ x.∀w’ compatible with x’s beliefs in w,
p(w’)=1

(10) a. John believes that it is raining.
b. !(10a)"w = 1 iff ∀w’ compatible with John’s beliefs in w, it is
raining in w’
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What do we mean by ‘worlds compatible with John’s beliefs in w’?
Take the propositions that John believes in (his beliefs) in a given
world w: that Caesar was murdered, that French fries are fatty,
that fire is dangerous. . .
Now these propositions are sets of possible worlds; so we have a
set of sets of worlds:
(11) Let B(j)(w) be the set of John’s beliefs in w.
B(j)(w) = {p| p is a belief of John in w}
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We take the intersection of this set of sets of worlds: this is the
set of worlds in which all of John’s beliefs are true.
The set of worlds compatible with John’s beliefs in w:
(12)

!

B(j)(w) = {w’| ∀p∈ B(j)(w) p(w’)=1}

Voilà.
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Suppose John’s belief state in a certain world w is made up of the
three propositions p, q, and r. The green zone (modal base) is the set
of worlds compatible with his beliefs in w.
p

q

r
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Accessibility relations

The worlds in the green zone are worlds accessible from some
world of evaluation.
Attitude verbs quantify over possible worlds.
There are many such verbs: what distinguishes them are
accessibility relations between worlds.
(13) !believe"w = λ p<st> .λ x.∀w’∈W Rdoxastic(x) (w)(w’)=1
→ p(w’) =1
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(14) !want"w = λ p<st> .λ x.∀w’∈W Rbouletic(x) (w)(w’)=1
→ p(w’) =1
(15) !say"w = λ p<st> .λ x.∀w’∈W Rspeech(x) (w)(w’)=1
→ p(w’) =1
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Back to modals

Modals are quantifiers over possible worlds;1
Two quantificational forces: existential (can, may. . . ) and universal
(must, have to, should. . . ).

1 Caveat:

This is the standard view, based on Kratzer 1977, 1991.
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Accessibility relations (type <s,st>):

• Epistemic: R E := λ w.λ w’. w’ is compatible with the evidence in w
• Deontic: R D := λ w.λ w’. w’ is compatible with the laws in w
• Circumstantial: R C := λ w.λ w’. w’ is compatible with
certain circumstances in w
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Accessibility relations are arguments of modals.
(16) !must"w = λ R <s,st> .λ q<st> . ∀w’∈W R(w)(w’)=1 → q(w’)=1
(17) !may"w = λ R <s,st> .λ q<st> . ∃w’∈W R(w)(w’)=1 ∧ q(w’)=1
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In view of . . .

The context plays a role in providing the restriction of the modal
(role of conversational backgrounds);
‘in view of’ helps fix the restriction:
(18) a. In view of what the law says, people under 21 can’t drink
alcohol.
b. In view of the evidence, John can’t be dead.
c. In view of their properties, neutrinos can move faster than
photons.
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There are restrictions on the kind of accessibility relations a given
modal can combine with: e.g. there is no deontic might, no ability
may, no metaphysical must (as we will show shortly). . .
epistemic

ability

circumstantial

deontic

may

yes

no

no

yes

might

yes

no

no

no

can

yes

yes

yes

yes

must

yes

no

no

yes

...

...

...

...

...

Table: Modal interpretations
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Part II.1: Problem
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Problem: multiply the lexical entries?

(19) John may watch TV.

[Hacquard 2010a]

(20) a. maydeontic1 : permission in view of John’s parents’ orders.
b. maydeontic2 : permission in view of the rules of the dorm.
c. maydeontic3 : permission in view of the rules of the fire station.
! We don’t want to say that there as many lexical entries as there are
accessibility relations (Kratzer 1977).
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Problem: multiply the lexical entries?

1

It is desirable to preserve the unicity of the lexical entry of each
modal (Kratzer 1977, 1991);

2

But the literature is full of reports of substantial differences among
modals sharing the same pronunciation (homophones).
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Many languages exhibit the same apparent ‘homophony’ (e.g.
Tamil, Palmer 1986):
(21) Kantacaami vantaalum
vara-laam.
Kandaswami come.CONCESS come-PERM
‘Kandaswami may perhaps come.’
(22) veeïum-ïïaakkaa naaíekki avan peeca-laam.
want-COND
tomorrow
he.speak-PERM
‘If he wants, he can speak tomorrow.’
(23) Gaïeecan ippa Mannaarkuúiyile irukka-ïum.
Ganesan now Mannargudi-LOC be-DEB
‘Ganesan must be in Mannargudi now.’
(24) avan aNke pooka-ïum.
he there go-DEB
‘He must go there.’
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Roadmap

1

Talk about metaphysical modals to better understand the
properties of epistemic modals;

2

Present arguments for distinguishing modals on the basis of their
syntactic properties;

3

We will retain the arguments in favor of a height difference;

4

Present Hacquard’s (2010b) theory, which maintains lexical unicity
in the face of the height difference;

5

Show that this theory has problems.
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Part II.2: Adding metaphysical modals
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Two non-root interpretations of might

With epistemic modals, the worlds accessed are worlds
compatible with the evidence available in the evaluation world.
Evidence is, by its very nature, always evidence for someone.
With all epistemic modals (Stephenson 2007 a.o.), the modal
evaluation is relative to the point of view of a distinguished
individual.
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The presence of an evaluator—henceforth a judge—is evidenced
by contradictions:
(25) a. #It may/might be raining but I don’t think it is.
b. #It may/might be raining but it is not.
c. It may/might be raining but John doesn’t think so.

Caveat: There are in fact root modals which are judge dependent as well (Homer
2012).
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(26) a. #Johni thinks that it may/might be raining, but hei doesn’t
think it is.
b. #Every boyi thinks that it may/might be raining, but theyi don’t
think it is.
c. John thinks that it may/might be raining, but I don’t think it is.
! So who’s the judge?
The author of the local context.
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There is a time of modal evaluation, i.e. a time at which the
accessibility relation holds.
(27) a. John may be reading a book.
b. John may have read a book.
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might

(28) He might (still) win the race.
If the modal in (28) is an epistemic modal, then the evidence is the
evidence available at the utterance time.
But in (29), the evidence would have to be past evidence
(because it is understood he did not win).
(29) He might still have won the race.
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The question is: evidence for who?
Not necessarily the author of the matrix context (=the speaker).
That is unexpected for an epistemic modal.
Then is it really evidence? No.
(30) Two billion years ago, the Earth might have been shattered by a
collision with a giant meteorite.
! Proposal: this might is not an epistemic modal. So might can be
either epistemic or something else, i.e. ‘metaphysical’.
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Metaphysical might: quantification over possible worlds that
share the same history up to the modal evaluation time but have
possibly different futures (unsettled outcome).

Condoravdi 2002
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(30) Two billion years ago, the Earth might have been shattered by a
collision with a giant meteorite.
No judge dependence with metaphysical modals, then.
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How do we know what variety of might we are dealing with?
(31) a. John might be reading a book.
b. John might miss his train.
(32) a. An accident might be happening.
b. An accident might happen.
Can we use (lack of) judge dependence?
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The contradiction test helps bring out a difference:
(33) a. Sure, an accident might happen, but it won’t.
b. #Sure, an accident might be happening, but it isn’t.
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(33) a. Sure, an accident might happen, but it won’t.
b. #Sure, an accident might be happening, but it isn’t.
We have forced an epistemic construal in (33b).
! The time of the eventuality denoted by the complement is crucial:
if there is no future orientation in its complement, then might is
not metaphysical (in (33a), the eventivity of the embedded
predicate is what gives us future orientation).
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(33) a. Sure, an accident might happen, but it won’t.
b. #Sure, an accident might be happening, but it isn’t.
(33a) has a metaphysical construal; maybe it can have both
interpretations (as claimed by Condoravdi 2002)?
! Well, no.
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There is an epistemic must, just like there is an epistemic might.
Can this must help us decide?
(34) a. John mustnon−root be at the station now/#tomorrow.
b. John mightnon−root be at the station now/tomorrow.
What (34) shows us is that. . .
• There is no metaphysical must;
• Non-root must is exclusively epistemic;
• Epistemic must is not future-oriented.
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(35) a. #John mustnon−root kill the President.
b. #John mustnon−root run.
c. John mustnon−root be at the station.
(36) a. John mustroot kill the President.
b. John mustroot run.
c. John mustroot be at the station.
! Notice the future orientation with root modals.
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(37) a. #John mustepis kill the President.
b. #John mustepis run.
c. John mustepis be at the station.
(38) a. #John mightepis kill the President now.
b. #John mightepis run now.
c. John mightepis be at the station now.
Compare with sentences without modals:
(39) a. #John kills the President (now).
b. #John runs (now).
c. John is at the station (now).
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! Clash between present tense (or rather, the Aspect associated
with it) and episodic non-statives.
It looks like epistemic modals do not interfere with this clash.
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Orientation of epistemic modals:
Either they are ‘intrinsically’ present-oriented;
Or some contingency forces this orientation:
One possibility is that they are higher than T (I don’t think so);
It could also be that they have a position and a makeup that allow
them to be ‘transparent’ to the relation between T and V.
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Modal→
Embed
predicate↓

might
epistemic

stative

non-stative

must

metaphysical

epistemic

metaphysical

#now

*now

#now

*now

*tomorrow

#tomorrow

*tomorrow

*tomorrow

*now

*now

*now

*now

*tomorrow

#tomorrow

*tomorrow

*tomorrow

Table: Must and Might
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Metaphysical or something else?
(40) #From here, you might take a train or a bus.
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Problem

1

It is desirable to preserve the unicity of the lexical entry of each
modal (Kratzer 1977, 1991);

2

But the literature is full of reports of substantial differences among
modals sharing the same pronunciation (homophones);
What kind of differences could lead us to forego unicity?

3

Subcategorization (raising/control);
Structural height (*).
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Roadmap

1

Talk about metaphysical modals to better understand the
properties of epistemic modals;

2

Present arguments for distinguishing modals on the basis of their
syntactic properties;

3

We will retain the arguments in favor of a height difference;

4

Present Hacquard’s (2010b) theory, which maintains lexical unicity
in the face of the height difference;

5

Show that this theory has problems.
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Part III.1: Ambiguity – Raising vs. control
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Arguments based on subject scope

Contradiction
Brennan 1993, Hacquard 2011
(41) a. Every radio may get Chicago stations and no radio may get
Chicago stations.
b. #Every radio can get Chicago stations and no radio can get
Chicago stations.
The idea is that reconstruction of every is possible in (41a) because
the modal is raising while it is not possible in (41b) because the modal
is control.
! What is wrong with the argument?
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Symmetric predicates
Brennan 1997a
(42) a. Arthur looks like Susan → Susan looks like Arthur
b. Arthur must/might look like Susan → Susan must/might look
like Arthur
c. Arthur must/can look like Susan )→ Susan must/can look like
Arthur
! What is wrong with the argument?
a Argument

originally used to claim that epistemic modals are higher than
subjects and root modals lower.
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There is no reason to think that the modals we are considering are
not raising (Wurmbrand 1999): existential there ok.
Epistemic
(43) There must be a problem with Mary.

Epistemic

Root
(44) a. There can be 50 people in this room.
Circumstantial
b. There must be a doctor in the room at all times.
Deontic
No external argument, contrary to what is often said about deontic
modals as dealing with obligations of individuals:
(45) The table must stay where it is.

Deontic
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Reconstruction of the subject (based on May 1977, 1985):
(46) a. Someone from New York must have won in the lottery.
[Wurmbrand 1999]; 2 scopings
b. Someone from New York tried/promised to win in the lottery.
1 scoping
(47) Two Austrian skiers must win the next race (in order for either of
them to win the World Cup).
[Wurmbrand 1999]; 2 scopings
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Part III.2: Ambiguity – Height
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Hierarchy

Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy: epistemic modals at ‘S-level’, root
modals at ‘VP-level’: dedicated slots.
(48) Modepis > Tense > Aspect > Modvolitional > Moddeontic necessity >
Modability/deontic possibility
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Indexicality of epistemic modals

Relativity to the author of the context (as we saw above);
There also seems to be relativity to the time of the context (*this is
what people usually assume):
(49) a. Mary had to be home.
b. Marikos may be dead tomorrow.
[Groenendijk and Stokhof 2009]
! It is widely assumed that epistemic modals are above T.
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Roadmap

1

Talk about metaphysical modals to better understand the
properties of epistemic modals;

2

Present arguments for distinguishing modals on the basis of their
syntactic properties;

3

We will retain the arguments in favor of a height difference;

4

Present Hacquard’s (2010b) theory, which maintains lexical unicity
in the face of the height difference;

5

Show that this theory has problems.
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Part IV: Hacquard’s (2010b) proposal
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Hacquard 2010b

Hacquard’s (2010b) goal: reconcile the lexical unicity of modals
with designated slots.
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Modals are anchored to an event. From that event, we can recover
the relevant factors responsible for the modals’ interpretative
constraints.
Single lexical entry for modals; different ‘flavors’ via
contextually-given accessibility relations.
Accessibility relations pick worlds from an event rather than a
world of evaluation.
World-relative:

!must"

=

λ f <s,st> .λ q<st> .λ w.∀w’∈f (w) q(w’) = 1

Event-relative:

!must"

=

λ f <v,st> .λ q<st> .λ e.∀w’∈f (e) q(w’) = 1
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Modals are anchored to individuals and times;
From an event, we can recover information about its participants
and running time;
By anchoring a modal to an event, we anchor it to that event’s
participants and running time.
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(50) Mary thought yesterday that Bill had left the day before.
left(e2 ) & Ag(e2 ,B.)

think(e1 ) & Ag(e1 ,M.)

day before yesterday

yesterday

ASSERT(e0 )

& Ag(e0 ,V.H.)

now

There are 3 ‘events’ in the sentence, individuated by their time and
‘agent’:
speech time (assertion):
attitude event:
VP event:

<speaker, speech time>
<thinker, yesterday>
<leaver, day before yesterday>
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left(e2 ) & Ag(e2 ,B.)

think(e1 ) & Ag(e1 ,M.)

day before yesterday

ASSERT(e0 )

yesterday

& Ag(e0 ,V.H.)

now

λ e0
ASSERT (e0)

T
Asp1
think(e1 )
T
Asp2

VP
leave(e2)
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←− Mod f(e0 ) M. might have thought that B. had left.

λ e0
ASSERT (e0)

T
Asp1
think(e1 )
T
Asp2

VP
leave(e2)

Mary might have thought that D had left
∃w’ compatible with what Ag(e0 ) knows at t(e0 ) s.t. Mary thought Bill left in w’
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λ e0
ASSERT (e0)

T

←− Mod f(e1 ) M. thought B. might have left.

Asp1
think(e1 )
T

Asp2

VP
leave(e2)

Mary thought that B. might have left.
∃w’ compatible with what Ag(e1 ) knows at t(e1 ) s.t. B. left in w’
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λ e0
ASSERT (e0)

T
Asp1
think(e1 )

←− Mod f(e2 ) M. thought B.

T
Asp2

VP

had to leave.

leave(e2)
Mary thought that B. had to leave.
∀w’ compatible with Ag(e2 )’s obligations at t(e2 ) (=leaving time) B. left in w’
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Event-relativity of modals: modals have an event argument
(rather than a world);
Event variables need to be bound;
The event argument of modals must be bound locally: binding by
the closest event;
There are only two positions for modals: above or below T;
Possible event anchorings:
high (epistemic) modals: ‘speech event’, ‘attitude event’;
low (root) modals: ‘VP event’.
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Hacquard claims that epistemic modals do not necessarily
quantify over worlds compatible with what is ‘known’;
They are relative to some information state; in fact, they are
anaphoric to an embedding attitude.
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Main piece of evidence: the contradiction found in what follows is
not predicted by standard analyses of epistemic modality:
(51) #Suppose that Bill is not the murderer but that he might be the
murderer.
[Yalcin 2007]
! Source of the contradiction: the epistemic modal is relative to the
supposition state directly.
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(51) #Suppose that Bill is not the murderer but that he might be the
murderer.
Standard analysis:
In all worlds w’ compatible with your suppositions in w,
B. is not the murderer in w’
and there is a world w” compatible with what is known in w’ s.t.
B. is the murderer in w”
! No contradiction
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(51) #Suppose that Bill is not the murderer but that he might be the
murderer.
Yalcin/Hacquard’s proposal:
In all worlds w’ compatible with your suppositions in w,
B. is not the murderer in w’
and there is a world w” compatible with your suppositions in w s.t. B.
is the murderer in w”.
! Contradiction
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Attitude events have a content:
CONTENT(e) = the set of propositions that make up the attitude
If e is an event of believing, CONTENT(e) is a set of beliefs
If e is an event of supposing, CONTENT(e) is a set of suppositions
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‘Old’ denotation for believe:
(52) !x believe p"w = ∀w’ compatible with x’s beliefs in w p(w’)=1
‘New’ denotation for believe:
(53) !x believe p"w = ∃e[Exp(e,x) and e is a belief event in w and ∀w’
compatible with CON(e) p(w’)=1]
where CON(e) = x’s beliefs in w
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Modals are ‘anchored’ to an event;
Epistemic modals express compatibility with an information state:
when embedded, they express compatibility with the set of
propositions that make up the embedding attitude directly.
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‘Old’ epistemic modal base:
(54)

!

f epis (w) = λ w’.w’ is compatible with what is known in w

‘New’ epistemic modal base:
(55)

!

f epis (e) = λ w’.w’ is compatible with CON(e)
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(56)
Mary
Asp1
believes(e1)
might

f(e1 )

B. be the murderer

believe and might quantify over the same set of worlds, i.e. the
worlds compatible with CON(e1 ) = Mary’s beliefs in the actual
world.
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(57) Mary believes that Bill might be the murderer.
vacuous layer of quantification

"
#$
∀w’ compatible with

%

CON (e1 ),

∃w” compatible with CON(e1 )
s.t. B. is the murderer in w”
∃w” compatible with CON(e1 )
=
s.t. B. is the murderer in w”
In some world w” compatible with Mary’s beliefs in w,
B. is the murderer in w”.
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Problem #1

Problem #1: making epistemic modals ‘anaphoric to an attitude
event’ is not desirable.
Observe the entailment relation between (58a) and (58b):
(58) a. John is certain that p.
b. John thinks that p.
(58a) ⇒ (58b)
This relation is lost in the Yalcin/Hacquard approach the moment
there is an epistemic modal in the complement of the attitude.
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First let us show that the entailment relation is captured by the ‘old’
approach.
R certain(j) (w) = the set of worlds accessible from w under
certain(j)’s accessibility relation;
R think(j) (w) = that accessible under think(j)’s;
There are fewer propositions that John is certain of than there are
propositions of which John thinks they hold true;
So more worlds are accessed with certain(j) than with think(j).
R think(j) (w) is a subset of R certain(j) (w)

R certain(j) (w)
R think(j) (w)
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(59) a. John is certain that p.
b. !(59a)"w = ∀w’ compatible with what John is certain of in w,
p(w’)=1
(60) a. John thinks that p.
b. !(60a)"w = ∀w’ compatible with what John thinks in w,
p(w’)=1
p is true

R certain(j) (w)
R think(j) (w)
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Problem #1

(61) a. John is certain that it might be raining.
b. John thinks that it might be raining.
(61a) ⇒ (61b)
! This is the entailment relation that the proposal fails to capture.
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In any situation in which every world in R certain(j) (w) has a path to a
p world, every world in R think(j) (w) also has a path to a p world.
In the following diagrams, the blue circle represents the set
R certain(j) (w) and the pink circle represents the set R think(j) (w).
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Now if we merely inspect R certain(j) (j)(w) and R think(j) (j)(w) searching
for p worlds in them (as Hacquard holds), we can find situations in
which there are p worlds in the former but none in the latter.
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Problem #2

The event argument of root accessibility relations is bound by the
closest c-commanding Asp;
The event argument of the embedded verb is also bound by this
Asp;
Wrong prediction when the embedded verb is an attitude: a modal
interpretation should be possible with the subject of the attitude as
the judge. In fact, this is just not the case.
(62) John might remember that he went to India.
(63) #John might remember that he went to India but I don’t think he
remembers that.
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Problem #3

High modals should be able to take a root accessibility relation.
That is, they should be able to receive any root interpretation
(deontic, ability, etc.), by merely extracting the ‘agent’ and ‘time’ of
the speech or the attitude event:
This predicts that tests for height should actually not distinguish
‘root’ from epistemic interpretations.
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Problem #4

It is not desirable to make low modals anchored to the time of their
VP complement:
(64) From now on, you may enter the country on a student visa.
There are two times to be distinguished: the time of modal
evaluation and the time of the event in the complement. Notice
that there is no simultaneity.
Then there is no reason to anchor a low modal to the event
denoted by its complement.
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Roadmap

1

Present and discard common arguments for a height difference;

2

Show that epistemic modals are not higher than T;

3

Show that they are higher than root modals.
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Part I: Height difference?
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Cinque’s (1999) evidence for height difference

Restriction on the ordering of stacked modals (see Nauze 2008,
Hacquard 2011, Kratzer 1977).
(1)

John may have to watch TV.
!MAYepis !HAVEdeon ; *MAYdeon !HAVEepis
Conceptual restriction?
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von Fintel and Iatridou (2004) argue that it is not a conceptual
restriction
(2)
For the test costs to be reimbursed, it hasdeon to be possibleepis
that the patient has Alzheimer’s.
" Is this fully satisfying?
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Epistemic containment principle (ECP)

Epistemic containment (von Fintel and Iatridou 2003): certain
subject quantifiers must scope below epistemic modals, e.g. may,
might, could.
(3) #Every student might be the tallest student.
*EVERY!MIGHT;!MIGHT!EVERY
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ECP used to argue for height difference
Hacquard 2011
Argument: epistemic modals are interpreted at a high position—at
which they are generated or to which they move—, higher than the
highest position occupied by every.
This argument is not acceptable, though.
""Why?
Hint: Think about negation.
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Assume that could c-commands every;
We know that every can outscope negation, and thus c-command
it:
(4)

Every boy didn’t sing.
=No boy sang.

EVERY!NEG

Therefore, by transitivity of c-command, we get: could can
c-command negation;
But this is not borne out.
(5)

Susan couldn’t be the culprit.

*COULD!NEG

Notice that the reading is possible without contraction:
(6)

Susan could not be the culprit.

!COULD!NEG
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Roadmap

1

Present and discard common arguments for a height difference;

2

Show that epistemic modals are not higher than T;

3

Show that they are higher than root modals.
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Part II: Epistemic modals above T?
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It looks like epistemic modals can be interpreted above T (Butler
2003, Stowell 2004, Hacquard 2006, Zagona 2008 a.o.).
The so-called speaker-orientedness of epistemic modals has
been used to argue that they have syntactic scope over T.
For example Hacquard (2006) assumes that epistemic modals are
relative to the speech event (and hence the speaker and the
speech time).
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The so-called indexicality of epistemic modals is not per se an
argument in favor of a designated slot above T.
There are (many) other ways to capture the indexicality of
expressions than to generate/move them to the top level.
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Tense
The time of modal evaluation can be present even when the
matrix tense is past.
(7)

(John was an employee at Enron; he sold his stock of the
company two days before it collapsed; I didn’t know about the
real situation of Enron until it went bankrupt.)
John had to know the catastrophic financial situation of Enron.

(8)

(Same context.) (French)
John devaitepis connaître la situation financière
the situation financial
John must-IMPF know
catastrophique de la compagnie.
catastrophic of the company
‘John had to know the catastrophic financial situation of Enron.’
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Questions

Are epistemic modals base-generated above Tense?
Do they have syntactic scope over Tense?

" To both questions, I am going to answer no #
Based on Homer 2010.
Evidence from French.
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Proposal

Epistemic modals are not
base-generated and they don’t
have syntactic scope over T. . .
Morphological facts;

. . . so I propose that
Epistemic modals are
generated and interpreted
under Tense.

Epistemic modals can be
interpreted below T;
Paradoxes of wide scope.
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Plan

I. Against Base-generation above T #
i. Morphology
ii. Interpretation below T

II. No Movement past T
III. Proposal
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Against Base-generation above T
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No Base-generation above T: Morphology

Morphological facts are incompatible with base-generation above
T (pace Stowell 2004, Hacquard 2006).
If epistemic modals were generated above Tense, their
complement should receive Tense morphology (but it doesn’t):
(9)

a. John certainly is in the kitchen.
b. *John must is in the kitchen.
c. John must be in the kitchen.
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No base-generation above T: Morphology
Morphological facts are incompatible with base-generation above
T (pace Stowell 2004, Hacquard 2006).
In French, the Tense morphology is realized on the modal itself:
(10) (I wonder why the ground is wet. . . )
pleuvoir.
Il a pu/dû
It has can/mustepis -PPART rain
‘It might/must have rained.’
(11) (Looking at a picture that was taken before I was born; I wonder
why everybody in the picture is soaked. . . )
Il avait pu/dû
pleuvoir.
It had can/mustepis -PPART rain
‘It is possible/probable that it had rained.’
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(12) Il avait pu/dû pleuvoir.
‘It is possible/probable that it had rained.’
The derivation should involve uncommon and unmotivated head
movements.
(13)

{Pouvoirepis ,
Devoirepis }
Avoir

T
-ait

Aux
Avoir

PPart
V
-u
pleuvoir
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Plan

I. Against Base-generation above T
i. Morphology
ii. Interpretation below T #

II. No Movement past T
III. Proposal
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No base-generation above T: Interpretation below
T

(14) (Context: My grandfather asks me why I panicked and stormed
out of the house yelling last Monday when I saw him lying on the
floor. He’s 90 years old but to this day has never had any health
problem.)
Tu pouvaisepis très bien avoir eu une crise cardiaque, donc
you can-IMPF very well have had a stroke cardiac
so
j’ ai
eu peur.
I have had fear
‘It was very possible that you had had a heart attack, so I got
scared.’
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The eventuality ‘have had a heart attack’ rules out a metaphysical
(Condoravdi 2002) or a circumstantial reading of the modal.
Sentence (14) is not in free indirect discourse (pace Boogaart
2004), because temporal indexicals are not shiftable.
(15) #Tu pouvaisepis très bien avoir eu une crise cardiaque,
you can-IMPF very well have had a stroke cardiac
encore tu étais en parfaite santé.
alors qu’ hier
you were in perfect health
whereas yesterday still
‘It was very possible that you had had a heart attack, while you
were perfectly well the day before.’
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An idea (Hacquard 2006): there is a hidden attitude verb in (14)
such as ‘Je pensais que. . . ’ (‘I thought that. . . ’) and the past
tense (Imparfait) is a fake one (sequence of tense).
If this is correct, we should observe other kinds of sequence of
tense (future-in-the-past) (16).
(16) Je pensais que tu pouvais
avoir eu une crise cardiaque
I thought that you canepis -IMPF have had a stroke cardiac
et que l’ ambulance n’ arrive-r-ait
pas à temps.
and that the ambulance NEG arrive-FUT-PAST NEG on time
‘I thought it was possible that you had had a heart attack and the
ambulance would not arrive on time.’
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But future-in-the-past is impossible in this context (17).
(17) #Tu pouvaisepis très bien avoir eu une crise cardiaque, et
and
you can-IMPF very well have had a stroke cardiac
l’ ambulance n’ arrive-r-ait
pas à temps.
the ambulance NEG arrive-FUT-PAST NEG on time
‘It was very possible that you had had a heart attack and the
ambulance would not arrive on time.’
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Sentence (14) doesn’t contain a silent adjunct ‘according to me at
the time’, which should rescue (18) in the context, contrary to fact.
(18) (Same context as (14).)
moi à l’ époque tu avais
#Je t’ assure que selon
I you assure that according-to me at the time
you had
eu une crise cardiaque.
had a stroke cardiac
‘I assure you that you had had a heart attack.’
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The time of modal evaluation can be fixed by matrix Tense; it is
not contextually determined.
(19) (I’m talking about my childhood: when I was a child, I thought
that it was possible that the Earth is flat.)
#La terre peutepis très bien être plate.
the Earth can-PRES very well be flat
‘The Earth wight very well be flat.’
Conclusion: epistemic modals are sometimes interpreted in a
position below Tense, so they cannot be generated above it.
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No base-generation above T: Interpretation below
T

There is an epistemic modal in French whose evaluation time is
obligatorily fixed by matrix T, namely se pouvoir.
enceinte, #mais je n’ avais
(20) Il se pouvaitepis qu’ elle soit
it REFL can-IMPF that she be-SUBJ pregnant but I NEG had
aucun doute qu’ elle ne l’ était pas.
no
doubt that she NEG it was NEG
‘It was possible that she was pregnant, but I had no doubt that
she wasn’t.’
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Can epistemic modals be interpreted above T?

Interim conclusion: Epistemic modals are base-generated below
T.
Now, this means, if one wants to maintain that they are
(sometimes) interpreted above T, that they can move at LF into
this position across T (and, as far as devoirepis is concerned,
across a high negation).
Let’s assume this hypothesis is correct. Is the picture that we get
coherent?
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Plan

I. Against Base-generation above T
i. Morphology
ii. Interpretation below T

II. No Movement past T #
III. Proposal
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No Movement past T
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Pairwise Scope Relations
x ! y means ‘x is interpreted as having scope over y’.
(21) Marc ne doitepis pas être le coupable.
Marc NEG must NEG be the culprit
‘Marc must not be the culprit.’ devoirepis !NEG
(22) Marc ne peutepis pas être le coupable.
Marc NEG can-PRES NEG be the culprit
‘Marc can’t be the culprit.’ NEG!pouvoirepis
(23) Marc pouvait/devaitepis être fatigué.
Marc can/must-IMPF be tired
‘Marc might/must have been tired.’ Modalepis !T
Caveat: I’m going to say that this scope is not syntactic.
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Pairwise scope relations
(24) Marc pouvait/devaitdeon fumer.
Marc can/must-IMPF smoke
‘Marc was allowed/had to smoke.’
Not: ‘Marc is allowed/required to have smoked.’
T!pouvoir/devoirdeon
pas parler à Léa.
(25) Marc ne doitdeon
Marc NEG must-PRES NEG talk to Léa
‘Marc mustn’t talk to Léa.’ devoirdeon !NEG
Or: ‘M. doesn’t have to talk to L.’ NEG!devoirdeon
(26) Marc ne peutdeon pas parler à Léa.
Marc NEG can-PRES NEG talk to Léa
‘Marc can’t talk to Léa.’ NEG!pouvoirdeon
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Pairwise Scope Relations

Let’s put these ordered pairs together.

devoirepis > Neg
Neg > pouvoirepis
pouvoirepis > T
T > devoirdeon
devoirdeon > Neg
Neg > pouvoirdeon ,
devoirdeon
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Pairwise scope relations

Taking stock:
Devoirdeon can take scope below negation, and above it (which is
crucial).
Devoirdeon is always interpreted below Tense.
If epistemic modals can be interpreted above T and if syntactic
scope is transitive, we need two negations, one above and one
below T, which have the same realization, i.e. ne. . . T. . . pas.
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Question: is the wide scope of epistemic modals syntactic?
When devoirdeon is interpreted above Neg, it takes syntactic
scope over Neg (see Appendix).
(27) (Context: the rules of this bowling game state that exactly one
pin must remain standing, no matter which one. . . )
pas être
Exactement une de ces quilles ne doitdeon
exactly
one of those pins NEG must-PRES NEG be
renversée.
knocked.down
‘Exactly one of those pins mustn’t be knocked down.’
DEVOIRdeon !EXACTLY_ONE!NEG

devoirdeon
exactly one
Neg
devoirdeon !EXACTLY_ONE!NEG
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So we have:
(28) Marc ne doitdeon pas parler à Léa. (Marc mustn’t talk to Léa.)
(29)
T
devoirdeon
Neg
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Remember the scope relations:
devoirepis > Neg
Neg > pouvoirepis
pouvoirepis > T
T > devoirdeon
devoirdeon > Neg
Neg > pouvoirdeon ,
devoirdeon
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(30) Marc ne doitdeon pas parler à Léa. (Marc mustn’t talk to Léa.)
(31)
T

devoirdeon
Neg

(32) Marc ne peutepis pas être le coupable. (Marc can’t be the culprit.)
(33)
pouvoirepis

T
Neg
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The negative marker ne can be linearized before devoirdeon (‘Marc
ne doit pas. . . ’, (25)), even when devoirdeon takes syntactic scope
over negation.
Prediction: pouvoirepis can take syntactic scope over negation
even when it is linearized after the negative marker ne.
This prediction is not borne out.
(34) Marc ne peutepis pas être le coupable.
Marc NEG can-PRES NEG be the culprit
‘Marc can’t be the culprit.’
Not: ‘It is possible that Marc is not the culprit.’
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Plan

I. Against Base-generation above T
i. Morphology
ii. Interpretation below T

II. No Movement past T
III. Proposal #
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Proposal
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Proposal

Temporal-aspectual structure of the clause (Pancheva and von
Stechow 2004).
[TP T [PerfP Perfect [AspectP Viewpoint-Aspect [vP Aktionsart ] ] ] ]
(35) ! PRES " = λ pit .∃ti [t=tc & p(t)] where tc is the speech time
! PAST " = λ pit .∃ti [t<tc & p(t)] where tc is the speech time
! PERFECT " = λ pit .λ ti .∃t’i [XN(t’,t) & p(t’)] where XN(t’,t) iff t is a
final subinterval of t’
! PERFECTIVE " = λ Pvt .λ ti .∃ev [τ (e)⊂t & P(e)]
! IMPERFECTIVE " = λ Pvt .λ ti .∃ev [t⊆τ (e) & P(e)]
! vP " = λ ev .P(e)
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How Low?

Epistemic modals must be interpreted no higher than the heads
that assign visible morphology to them.
Epistemic modals show Tense and Perfect morphology: they have
to be generated no higher than Perfect.
I propose that they are generated and interpreted above
Viewpoint-Aspect, i.e. Imperfective/Perfective (see Appendix).
Root modals are generated and interpreted below
Viewpoint-Aspect.
There is only one negation, and it is below T.
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Why above Viewpoint-Aspect?

Epistemic modals don’t give rise to ‘actuality entailments’
(Hacquard 2006), unlike root modals.
(36) Le voleur a pucircum passer par la fenêtre. (The burglar has
can-PPART enter through the window.)
$ The burglar did enter through the window.
(37) Le voleur a puepis passer par la fenêtre. (The burglar has
can-PPART enter through the window.)
%$ The burglar did enter through the window.
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Why above Viewpoint-Aspect?

The Aktionsart of the verb is transparent to Viewpoint-Aspect
through epistemic modals.
Aspectual coercion occurs as if the modal wasn’t there.
(38) La maison a coûté cher. (The house has cost expensive.)
$ The house was sold.
(39) La maison a dûepis coûter cher. (The house has must-PPART
cost expensive.)
$ The house was sold.
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Why above Viewpoint-Aspect?

(40) Il a dûepis pleuvoir. (It has must-PPART rain.)
Viewpoint-Aspect quantifies over events and locates their
temporal trace w.r.t. some temporal interval.
Having the universal modal in the scope of this quantifier leads (at
best) to simultaneous eventualities across possible worlds in (40),
which is not desired.
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Epistemic modals take a modal base, a proposition, a world and
two time arguments, the first of which is the time of modal
evaluation.
(41) a. !pouvoirepis "c,s,j = λ f<si,st> .λ q<sit> .λ ws .λ t’i .λ ti . ∃w’∈f(w)(t’)
s.t. q(w’)(t)
b. !devoirepis "c,s,j = λ f<si,st> .λ q<sit> .λ ws .λ t’i .λ ti . ∀w’∈f(w)(t’)
q(w’)(t)
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The time of modal evaluation can be bound by T or be equal to the
time of the context (as an indexical) (perhaps only the latter option
is available in English);
Benefit of the lexical entries in (41): we capture that it is always
matrix T and Asp which determine the temporal properties of the
event denoted by the complement of an epistemic modal. For
details, see Homer 2010.
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Conclusion

Epistemic modals are interpreted below T (and Perfect) and above
Viewpoint-Aspect.
Root modals are generated and interpreted under
Viewpoint-Aspect.
So there is in fact a height difference.
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Appendix
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Another scope paradox
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must and devoir are mobile PPIs

The wide scope of devoirdeon w.r.t. negation can be due to
base-generation or to movement.
Novel observation: Mustdeon is a PPI (sensitive to anti-additive
environments) (Homer 2012b).
Just like some, it can be ‘rescued’ (Szabolcsi 2004).
(42) a. John didn’t call someone.
*NEG!SOME
b. John doesn’t always call someone.
NEG!ALWAYS!SOME
(43) a. Fun mustn’t be expensive.
*NEG!MUSTdeon
b. Fun mustn’t always be expensive.
NEG!ALWAYS !MUSTdeon
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(44) a. John didn’t show every boy something.
NEG!EVERY!SOME
b. Everything mustn’t be expensive to be worthwhile.
NEG!EVERY!MUSTdeon
(45) a. A student doesn’t necessarily have something interesting
to say.
NEG!NECESSARILY!SOME
b. A student’s mistakes and wrong acts must not necessarily
be hurled on the shoulders of his teachers.
NEG!NECESSARILY!MUSTdeon
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(46) I’m not sure John hasn’t seen something.
NEG!NEG!SOME
(47) (Speaking about a five-year-old boy, whose parents are very
demanding.)
—This poor kid does so many chores: he must empty the
dishwasher, feed the dog, clean his bedroom, make his bed. . .
—Yes, you’re right, and I’m not sure he mustn’t rake the leaves
too.
NEG!NEG!MUSTdeon
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(48) a. There isn’t anyone who didn’t do something to help.
NEG!NEG!SOME
b. (Context: Suppose that second year students have to turn in
their theses by the end of the quarter, except for John, who
was sick for six weeks, and is therefore allowed to be a little
late. This is important, he is allowed to but need not turn in
his thesis late.)
The chair: There isn’t any student who must not finish their
thesis by the end of the quarter. Sorry, I forgot, John doesn’t
have to, because he has a special treatment.
NEG!NEG!MUSTdeon
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Mustdeon can take scope under an extraclausal negation.
(49) a. The doctor doesn’t think Peter saw someone. NEG!SOME
b. The doctor doesn’t think Peter must smoke.
NEG!MUSTdeon
There is no cyclicity in (49b) repeated as (50a).
(50) a. The doctor doesn’t think Peter must smoke.
(50a) cannot mean: The doctor thinks that Peter mustn’t
smoke.
b. The doctor doesn’t think that Peter wants to smoke.
(50b) can mean: The doctor thinks that Peter wants not to
smoke.
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French deontic devoir can take scope either under or above
clausemate negation.
Yet, it is a PPI (as explained in Homer 2012a).
This can be evidenced by shielding the modal with the adverb
souvent ‘often’:
(51) Jean ne le doitdeon pas souvent, m’ aider.
Jean NEG it must-PRES NEG often, me help
‘Jean is not often required to help me. (only reading)
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A New Problem

The standard assumptions (epistemic modals are interpreted
above T) led us to posit two negations, one above and one below
T.
Pouvoirepis is supposed to (be able to) raise past T for
interpretation.
How can it skip T? Is it generally true that raised modals skip
intermediate heads?
If French does have a PPI devoirdeon , and given that there is a
high negation in the hypothetical picture, we make a prediction.
Prediction: devoirdeon can skip and outscope T when it raises
past the higher negation.
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(52)

(53)
Neg

Neg
T
pouvoirepis

T
devoirdeon
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This prediction is not borne out. Problem #2
(54) (Context: A popular revolution has taken place in this country
recently. Having been rich under the former regime is now
considered a crime. From now on. . . )
#On ne devdeon -ait pas être riche sous l’ ancien régime.
one NEG must-PAST NEG be rich under the former regime
‘It is not allowed to have been rich under the former regime.’
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Two options. . .
devoirdeon is either

(Option 1) Base-generated
above Neg

(Option 2) Moved
past Neg

No syntactic scope of Epist. Mod. over T
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There are important facts that show that wide scope of mustdeon
cannot be due to a presupposition of the modal (cf. the standard
analysis of neg-raising, Gajewski 2005).
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Analysis of neg-raising (with homogeneity presupposition):
(55) John doesn’t want to leave the party.
i.
Assertion: It’s not the case that John wants to leave the party.
ii.
Presupposition of ‘John wants to leave the party’: John wants to
leave or John wants not to leave the party.
iii.
Meaning: John wants not to leave the party.
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Assuming that mustdeon has a homogeneity presupposition (which
doesn’t seem intuitively correct btw), we would get:
(56) Some player mustdeon n’t have any cards left.
MUST!SOME!NEG
i.
Assertion: It’s not the case that it is necessary that some player
has some cards left.
ii.
Presupposition of ‘It is necessary that some player has some
cards left’: It is necessary that some player has cards left or that
no player has any cards left.
iii.
Meaning: It is necessary that no player has any cards left.
MUST!NEG!SOME
Sentence (56) doesn’t have this meaning.
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A neg-raiser can outscope negation when the negation is the
clausemate of a superordinate neg-raiser (of the right kind, i.e.
think or believe). This is called cyclicity.
(57) The doctor doesn’t think that Peter wants to smoke.
(57) can mean: The doctor thinks that Peter wants not to smoke.
There is no cyclicity in (58).
(58) The doctor doesn’t think Peter must smoke.
(58) cannot mean: The doctor thinks that Peter mustn’t smoke.
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Is morphology compatible with the proposal?

Past participles are the mark of perfect, not of perfective: also
found in passives:
(59) Il est emmené à l’hôpital.
‘He’s being taken to the hospital.’
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Similarly, the morphology in the Imparfait does not mark
imperfective.
Imperfective is incompatible with eventives (or leads to aspectual
coercion → habitual).
(60) #Pierre mourait l’ an dernier.
Pierre die-IMPF the year last
‘Pierre died last year.’
(61) Si Pierre mourait, ce serait triste.
if Pierre die-IMPF it would be sad
‘It would be sad if Pierre died.’
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Roadmap

Present what I think are the three most serious challenges to the
lexical unicity of modals;
1
2
3

Polarization of epistemic can (and perhaps may );
Epistemic containment;
Movement of seem through ability can.
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Part I: Polarization
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Remember the very first sentences we looked at:
Epistemic:
(1)

John can’t be dead.

Epistemic

Root:
(2)

a. Neutrinos can move faster than photons.
b. 50 people can fit in this room.
c. People under 21 can’t drink alcohol.

Ability
Circumstantial
Deontic
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Negative polarization

There is an important difference among those sentences:
epistemic can in (1) is an NPI.
(3) #John can be dead.
What we don’t want to say is that its being an NPI is due to its
being epistemic or to its being an existential quantifier.
Do you see why not?
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But then, where does NPIhood come from?
There is no theory available, no answer to that question.
This is why we are in a very uncomfortable situation w.r.t.
epistemic can.
It might be good to look at other languages to see if we observe a
similar thing.
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Positive polarization

We know (Homer 2009, 2010, 2012c) that certain modals are
mobile PPIs (they move covertly to escape from an anti-licensing
environment);
This is the case of deontic must, should, supposed.
(4)

a. You cannot smoke here.
b. You must not smoke here.

NEG!CAN
MUST!NEG

Cf. also Israel 1996, Iatridou and Zeijlstra 2009.
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Mobile PPIs: deontic must, supposed, should
They take scope (by c-command) over potential anti-licensers
through movement. I call this movement escape. Escape occurs
at LF (cf. slide 56).
(5)

a. John mustdeon n’t leave.
b. LF: [John1 mustdeon [ not

MUST!NEG;*NEG!MUST
[ t1 leave ]]]

Rescuing
(6)

John is so incompetent! He does nothing that mustdeon n’t be
done over again!
NEG!NEG!MUST
Paraphrasable as: Everything he does must be done over again.

! Must generated below negation.
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High syntactic position

Pin test (Effect not derivable by Neg-raising (Homer 2009))
(7)

Context: The rules of this bowling game state that exactly one
pin must remain standing, no matter which one. . .
Exactly one pin mustdeon n’t be knocked down.
"MUST!EXACTLY_ONE!NEG
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Escape as a last resort

Shielding
(8)

a. Not a single person understood something. *NEG!SOME
b. Not everyone understood something.
"NEG!SOME

(9)

a. Not a single person mustdeon leave.
MUST!NEG;*NEG!MUST
b. Not everyone mustdeon leave. *MUST!NEG;NEG!MUST

! Last Resort: move must for polarity reasons only if necessary.
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PPIs among epistemic modals?

Suspicion that epistemic must is also a mobile PPI, but this turns
out to be hard to show.
(10) He must not be dead.

MUST!NEG;*NEG!MUST
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PPIs among epistemic modals?

Epistemic might and may, since they take wide scope over a
clausemate negation (and negative quantifiers) are likely to be
mobile PPIs as well:
(11) a. He may not be home.
b. He may not smoke.

MAYepis !NEG
NEG!MAYdeon

This is more embarrassing than the fact that must is a PPI across
all flavors.
Here we need to understand why, for may/might, being epistemic
goes with being a PPI. Not a trivial task, because we have no
theory of PPIhood.
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Roadmap

Present what I think are the three most serious challenges to the
lexical unicity of modals;
1
2
3

Polarization of epistemic can (and perhaps may );
Epistemic containment;
Movement of seem through ability can.
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Part II: Epistemic containment
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Epistemic containment

Reminder:
(12) #Every student might be the tallest student.
*EVERY!MIGHT;"MIGHT!EVERY
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von Fintel and Iatridou (2003) discard a radical intervention
account (i.e. the idea that an epistemic modal cannot intervene
between a quantifier and a variable it binds):
(13) Every studenti is convinced that I think that the dean may well
expel himi .
(14) Every studenti is such that hei might be the tallest student.
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According to them, we should then phrase the ECP in terms of
movement of a quantifier past an epistemic modal:
ECP: At LF, a quantifier cannot bind its trace across an
epistemic modal.
[von Fintel and Iatridou 2003, p. 181]
One would hope that it is the arguments of the modal, not the
modal itself, which blocks binding. But how can we be sure of
that?
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Roadmap

Present what I think are the three most serious challenges to the
lexical unicity of modals;
1
2
3

Polarization of epistemic can (and perhaps may );
Epistemic containment;
Movement of seem through ability can.
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Part III: Ability modals stand out
Homer 2012a
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A syntax-semantics mismatch (Langendoen 1970, Jacobson 2006)
(15) John can’t seem to lose weight.
Paraphrasable as: It seems that John can’t lose weight.
Scopal relations under this reading:
SEEM!NEG!CAN
(16) #John can seem to lose weight.

*SEEM!CAN

Surface order:
(ignoring V-to-T movement)

E DE
1

...

Scopal relations:

SEEM !
3

can
2

...

seem
3

EDE
1

!

CAN
2
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Properties of scope reversal (SR):
1

A certain trigger is needed, e.g. not;

2

Seem takes scope above both the reversal trigger and can;

3

Proximity between can and seem;

4

A certain verb can (not the adjective able);

5

Actuality implication;

6

The predicate embedded under seem need not be stative;

7

No overt experiencer.
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Hypothesis about the can seem reversal

Covert movement of seem, which is polarized positively.
Not an idiom. Not neg-raising.

Claim
The unusual properties of seem that manifest themselves in the
presence of can are independent of it. Can just magnifies the effect.
Implications
Movement, complementation, temporal/aspectual properties of
infinitival complements.
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Not an idiom
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Variability and predictability
(17) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

No one can seem to reach the website.
Few can seem to fathom how he could be so popular.
At most five people can seem to understand this.
John can never seem to speak in full sentences.
I just bought this lens, and I can rarely seem to get a clear
picture.
f. I can hardly ever seem to find any good CD of English choral
music.
g. Only John can seem to stomach watching reruns of the 6th
game of the 1986 Series.

! Subset of DE expressions.
!! The three elements do not form an idiom.
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The scope reversal trigger can (in fact must) take intermediate
scope:
(18) I can rarely seem to get a clear picture. SEEM!RARELY!CAN
*RARELY!SEEM!CAN
Paraphrasable as:
(19) It seems that I rarely can get a clear picture. SEEM!RARELY!CAN
Not as:
(20) It seems upon rare occasions that I can get a clear picture.
RARELY!SEEM!CAN

! Can seem is not an idiom.
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Seem

Mobile PPI

Neg-raising predicate

Part II

Part III
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Movement
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Wide scope of seem through movement

Pin test

We can also apply the Pin test to seem:
(21) Context: There are as many guests as there are seats in an
auditorium and the speaker knows it. The speaker takes a quick
look and sees that exactly one seat is not taken. . .
Exactly one guest doesn’t seem to have arrived.
"SEEM!EXACTLY_ONE!NEG
! Evidence that seem ends up syntactically higher than negation.
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This is confirmed using the presupposition trigger longer:
At first merge: neg. . . longer. . . seem
(22) Context: James Bond is wending his way across a deserted
warehouse; he trips over an unidentifiable body and says:
Well, this man no longer seems to be alive.
SEEM!NEG!LONGER
Presupposition: This man was alive.
Tensed complement:
(23) Same context.
#Well, it no longer seems that this man is alive.
*SEEM!NEG!LONGER
Presupposition: It used to seem that this man is alive.
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Back to can seem
If seem outscopes can, it also outscopes the reversal trigger: the
motivation of reversal is indeed polarity sensitivity.
(24) Context: John had been bragging that someday he would
levitate; and one day he rose above ground at a party, to his
friends’ amazement. But Peter later demonstrated to everyone
that John used a mechanical trick at that party. . .
#John can no longer seem to levitate. SEEM!NEG!LONGER!CAN
*NEG!LONGER!SEEM!CAN

Paraphrasable as (only reading): John used to be able to levitate
and he seems to have lost the ability.
Not as: It no longer seems that John can levitate.
Seem can be interpreted in a high syntactic position → no HMC
violation if it is a head.
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Shielding

Shielding
(25) a. #Not everyone can seem to lose weight.
*SEEM!NEG!CAN
b. Not a single person can seem to lose weight.
SEEM!NEG!CAN
!The motivation of reversal is indeed polarity sensitivity.
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More evidence for movement
Idioms: connected strings of heads (Sportiche 2005).
seem to
’t
(26) He can
!!!!

falling asleep.

"scope reversal

her boss.

"scope reversal

help
!!!!
seem to
(27) She can
’t
!!!!
stand
!!!!!
If can seem were an idiom, then can help/can stand couldn’t be
one, and can would have two different idiomatic meanings at once.
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Properties of scope reversal (SR):
1

A certain trigger is needed, e.g. not; ✔

2

Seem takes scope above both the reversal trigger and can; ✔

3

Proximity between can and seem;

4

A certain verb can (not the adjective able);

5

Actuality implication;

6

The predicate embedded under seem need not be stative;

7

No overt experiencer.
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Constraint on extraction

(28) You don’t think that John mustdeon be friendly.
*MUST!NEG!THINK
The covert raising of must (should and supposed ) is constrained:
it appears to be clause-bound.
Seem also cannot cross that clausal boundary:
(29) a. #You don’t think John can seem to lose weight.
*SEEM!THINK!NEG!CAN
*THINK!NEG!SEEM!CAN
b. You think John can’t seem to lose weight.
*SEEM!THINK!NEG!CAN
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Constraint on extraction

This constraint also explains away the following:
(30) #If Joe can seem to fix my closet, I’ll hire him.
Not a question of ‘strength of the licenser’: even the weakest NPI
‘licenser’, viz. at most N, triggers reversal, and so do Strawson-DE
expressions, e.g. only John.
No ‘triggering’ by the strongest ‘licenser’:
(31) #You don’t think John can seem to lose weight.

(29a)
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Properties of scope reversal (SR):
1

A certain trigger is needed, e.g. not; ✔

2

Seem takes scope above both the reversal trigger and can; ✔

3

Proximity between can and seem; ✔

4

A certain verb can (not the adjective able);

5

Actuality implication;

6

The predicate embedded under seem need not be stative;

7

No overt experiencer.
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Seem flies

Seem above a superordinate negation (only outside of relative
clauses, as far as I can tell):
(32) a. I don’t say anything that he can seem to understand.
SEEM!NEG!SAY!CAN
b. I don’t say anything that he seems to understand.
SEEM!NEG!SAY
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Why only can?
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More than one can
Can has a variety of modal flavors (modal base and ordering
source): ability, circumstantial, epistemic, deontic.
It is only under some of them that it enters scope reversal;
Langendoen claimed that only ability can took part in scope
reversal. This is probably too restrictive:
(33) There can never seem to be enough butter in something.
SEEM!NEVER!CAN
Claim: There are syntactic differences between at least two kinds
of can.
There is at least one can that creates a monoclausal structure
(ability), others (deontic) create a biclausal structure (=they are
‘main verbs’).
Hypothesis: Able creates a biclausal structure.
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The problem

The problem is that we are led to say that ability can has syntactic
properties that other root modals don’t have.
Hopefully, this would be due to a mere height difference (and a
theory in the spirit of Hacquard 2010 could save us).
But we would then need not two, but three positions for modals
(one for epistemic modals, two for root modals).
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Properties of scope reversal (SR):
1

A certain trigger is needed, e.g. not; ✔

2

Seem takes scope above both the reversal trigger and can; ✔

3

Proximity between can and seem; ✔

4

A certain verb can (not the adjective able); ✔?

5

Actuality implication;

6

The predicate embedded under seem need not be stative;

7

No overt experiencer.
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General conclusion
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General conclusion

There are good reasons to think that there is a structural
difference between certain epistemic modals and their root
counterparts;
Those reasons are not the ones that are usually offered:
Uninterpretability of epistemic modals under Viewpoint-Aspect;
Lack of actuality entailments with epistemic modals;
No obstruction to coercion.

A height difference is not necessarily a threat to lexical unicity
(which we want to preserve, don’t we?), but we need an
amendment or an alternative to Hacquard (2010) proposal.
There are some serious challenges awaiting us besides the height
difference anyway (I presented three of them).
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Appendix:
About seem and scope reversal
(Part III)
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Neg-raising
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Neg-raising
Seem is a neg-raising predicate (NRP) but this doesn’t suffice.
Neg-raising is a semantic phenomenon (Horn 1978, 1989,
Gajewski 2005). Ex. of neg-raiser: think.
(34) John doesn’t think that I understand French.
Paraphrasable as: John thinks that I don’t understand French.
a. Assertion: ¬(John thinks that I understand French)
b. Homogeneity inference: J. thinks that I understand French
or J. thinks that I don’t understand French.
∴ John thinks that I don’t understand French.
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Cyclicity test

(35) I don’t think that John wants to help me."THINK!WANT!NEG
! Want is a neg-raiser.
Only neg-raisers pass the test;
Seem passes the test too, and is thus a neg-raiser:
(36) I don’t think that John seems to understand the situation.
"THINK!SEEM!NEG
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But it is covert raising (syntax), not neg-raising (semantics),
which explains the scope reversal SEEM!CAN.
(37) John can’t seem to lose weight.

(15)

The neg-raised reading is not the one we want: the evaluation
point of the modal is crucial:
(38) It is necessary that it seems that John isn’t losing weight.
In all worlds w’ compatible with John’s abilities in w*, it seems in w’ that John
isn’t losing weight.

With a (non PPI) neg-raiser, believe:
(39) I canabil ’t believe that p.
= It is necessary that I believe that not p.
#= I believe that I can’t p.

Neg-raising
No scope reversal
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Domains of PIs
Homer 2012b
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Domains

Must (Some)
Domains of must (some): For each CP γ that contains must
(some), only the constituents that contain the Pol head of
γ are domains of must (some), i.e. constituents in which
its acceptability can be assessed.
Minimal domain of must (some): PolP.
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domains of must/some

YPn
PolPn

XPn
VPn
CP1






Poln





CPn

domains of must/some

YP1
PolP1
Pol1

XP1
VP1
. . . must/some . . .
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John not Pol must. . .
John not Pol must. . .
John must not Pol

...

MUST!NEG

Pol2 impossible that John Pol1 must. . .

Pol2 impossible that John Pol1 must. . .

IMPOS.!MUST
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Minimal domains vary

Smaller minimal domains can be found: French deontic
devoir/falloir (and seem).
(40) Jean ne doit pas faire de jogging.
Jean NEG must NEG do of jogging
‘Jean need not jog/must not jog.’
NEG!DEVOIR; DEVOIR!NEG
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Jean pas Pol devoir. . .

Jean pas Pol devoir. . .

NEG!DEVOIR

Jean pas Pol devoir. . .

Jean devoir pas Pol

...

DEVOIR!NEG
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Movements
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V-to-T?

No semantic effect of V-to-T movement
V-to-T not sufficient: can takes obligatory narrow scope under a
clausemate negation;
The obligatory wide scope of must over a clausemate negation is
thus not due to V-to-T: I’ve shown (Homer 2009, 2010) that must
is a mobile PPI;
V-to-T not necessary: supposed is a mobile PPI too;
The movement of mobile PPIs is covert: additional evidence from
seem.
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Non-DE adverbs
(41) a. Context: Just looking at the hospital’s visitors register, a
doctor says. . .
People often seem to visit the patient of room 32.
SEEM!OFTEN
b. Some of you guys easily seem to forget that football is a
team sport.
SEEM!EASILY
Only surface scope when seem takes a tensed complement:
(42) a. It often seems that people visit this patient.
*SEEM!OFTEN; OFTEN!SEEM
b. It easily seems that some of you guys forget that football is a
team sport.
*SEEM!EASILY; EASILY!SEEM
! There probably is a movement; not clear what moves where, though.
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Two movements
Assuming seem moves past non-DE adverbs, there are two
distinct movements: (i.) (shorter) movement past adverbs, and (ii.)
(longer) movement past DE expressions.
often
(43) Surface order:
(ignoring V-to-T)

...

can

...

seem

rarely

No scope reversal:
(44) #John can often seem to open the door. *SEEM!OFTEN!CAN

Scope reversal:
(45) John can rarely seem to open the door. "SEEM!RARELY!CAN
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Other cases
Confirmation of some hypotheses about (i.) reconstruction into
relatives (Bhatt 1998). . .
(46) a. Why does the only girl I can seem to fall in love with hate
me?
SEEM!ONLY!CAN
*SEEM!HATE
b. Why does the only girl I seem to love hate me?
SEEM!ONLY
*SEEM!HATE
(47) The only person you must count on is yourself. "MUST!ONLY
. . . and (ii.) a negative element inside comparatives
(Schwarzschild 2008):
(48) This experience left him with a wealth of information and power
stored in his mind, more than he can seem to recall at any given
time.
SEEM!CAN
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Actualization
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Actuality implication

(49) Context: Just looking at a person and judging from his health
condition:
#This man can’t seem to climb Mount Everest.
(50) Context: After he attempted to climb Mount Everest:
This man can’t seem to climb Mount Everest.
If PPI seem is an evidential, we can derive this effect: to know that
x has a certain possibility/ability, it needs to have been actualized.
But is the seem that takes an infinitival complement an evidential?
(51) a. John seems sick.
b. John seems to be sick.

(*indirect evidence)
("indirect evidence)
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Properties of scope reversal (SR):
1

A certain trigger is needed, e.g. not; ✔

2

Seem takes scope above both the reversal trigger and can; ✔

3

Proximity between can and seem; ✔

4

A certain verb can (not the adjective able); ✔?

5

Actuality implication; ✔?

6

The predicate embedded under seem need not be stative;

7

No overt experiencer.
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Tense/Aspect
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Tense/Aspect in the infinitive

1

Same tense in the matrix and the infinitival complement;

2

When the matrix tense on seem is present, the main embedded
predicate must be stative or in the progressive, or else receives a
generic or habitual reading, just like predicates in present tense
clauses:

(52) a. John seems to be happy (53) a. John seems to have
fallen.
(*yesterday/*tomorrow).
b. John is happy/*falls/
b. *John seems to fall.
*sleeps.
c. *John seems to sleep.
c. John seemed to fall.
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No such constraints in scope reversal
(54) John can’t seem to lose weight.

SEEM!NEG!CAN

Compare with:
(55) a. #John doesn’t seem to lose weight.
b. #John no longer seems to lose weight.
This is predicted: once seem scopes out, its complement at
Merge combines with can;
There is no ban on eventive predicates in the complement of can:
(56) John can lose weight.
! I suggest that the problem with (52b) and (52c) has nothing to do
with the subcategorization of seem (contra Wurmbrand 2011 a.o.).
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Other researchers have claimed that the temporal/aspectual
properties depend on the presence vs. absence of certain heads
in the complement (e.g. woll vs. Asp Wurmbrand 2011);
Evidence that they use:
(57) a. #John seems to fall.
b. John seemed to fall.
But this is not convincing: the analysis misses an important fact:
(58) a. #It seems that John falls.
b. It seemed that John fell.
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Properties of scope reversal (SR):
1

A certain trigger is needed, e.g. not; ✔

2

Seem takes scope above both the reversal trigger and can; ✔

3

Proximity between can and seem; ✔

4

A certain verb can (not the adjective able); ✔?

5

Actuality implication; ✔?

6

The predicate embedded under seem need not be stative; ✔

7

No overt experiencer. ?? → below
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Overt experiencers

Seem can escape past negation even when it has an overt
experiencer:
(59) This man no longer seems to me to be alive.
"SEEM!NEG!LONGER

So it is something about can that blocks the overt experiencer.
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